




Diamonds to Love in Leicester

Diamond Specialist & Fine Jewellery Boutique
Certificated Diamonds | Loose Diamond Stockist | Bespoke Service
Engagement Rings | Wedding Rings | Eternity Rings

Lanes Fine Jewellery of Loseby
Lane Leicester might be a
relatively new addition to the
City, but its roots are anything
but new. With a wealth of
experience within some of the
most prestigious jewellers in
London, Lanes know all there
is to know when it comes to
offering their clients the very
best quality and the very best
service, all at highly competitive
prices. Their contacts and
knowledge mean Lanes can
provide you with a beautifully
designed piece from their
collection, or with their bespoke
service you can create your own
unique piece.

Specialising in Diamond Engagement Rings
and Wedding Rings, Lanes provide support
and advice for some of the most important
purchases of your life. Whether you are looking
to buy a piece from the collection, adapt one
to suit your requirements or have something
in mind to design yourself, the welcoming staff
are happy to assist and work with you and your
budget. Perhaps you know your stuff and can buy
diamonds with ease, or, if you aren’t so sure they
are keen to share the knowledge that you need
to get the best diamonds and jewellery for your
budget and requirements.
With some of the best contacts around Lanes
provide the largest range of diamond solitaires,
including round brilliant cut engagement rings
and princess cut engagement rings as well as
classic wedding rings and diamond set ones too.
Maybe you have a hankering for pink diamonds,
for yellow ones, or a particular type that you
have seen but can’t source. Lanes can. Providing
a complete range of classic diamond jewellery
such as diamond stud earrings, diamond
bracelets, necklaces and pendants they have a
vast collection of carefully chosen pieces that

needs to be browsed to be fully appreciated.
That all-important engagement ring purchase
is a speciality at Lanes, visit and browse the
current collection, discuss details, bring your
dream diamond designs to life with the team and
take some time away to consider your choices.
Priding themselves on their friendly approach
makes your purchase that much more enjoyable
for you, a process which will ensure you are
entirely happy with the end result from start to
way after the purchase. The boutique thrives
on its ability to be welcoming, professional and
friendly all at once, fast becoming the family run
jeweller you can trust and use for all of those
important jewellery purchases in life.
So, whether you are looking for that special
diamond gift, that crucial engagement ring
purchase, to design your own piece or to invest
in an eternity ring pop into The Lanes to discover
a jewellers quite unlike any other…for all the
right reasons.
Open Mon-Sat 10am to 6pm

www.lanesjewellers.com
0116 251 2529
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